Blocking MET receptor signaling in multiple myeloma cells in vitro and in vivo.
Numerous studies have shown a role of the hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) as a ligand for the MET receptor in promoting aggressiveness in myeloma cells. The aim of this study was to confirm the presence of the MET receptor in myeloma cell lines, to establish a stable lentiviral construct directed against MET receptor mRNA and then to evaluate the effect of blocking MET receptor expression both in vitro and in vivo. The U266 and INA6 cells were transduced using a lentiviral vector carrying siRNA to achieve the reduction of MET receptor expression. The ocular sinus of NOD/SCID mice was injected with wt-U266, shMET-U266 and shLacZ-U266 cells. MET receptor expression was demonstrated in all tested myeloma cell lines. Blocking the HGF/MET axis did not affect the growth of transduced U266 and INA6 cell lines. The inoculation of NOD/SCID mice with myeloma cells with reduced expression of MET led to increased survival of the animals. MET receptor expression was constituently expressed in all tested myeloma cell lines. A lentiviral construct can effectively reduce the expression of the MET receptor in myeloma cells. Further studies are necessary to evaluate the effect of the reduction of MET receptor expression in multiple myeloma, focusing on animal models with a larger test group size.